
INTRODUCTION

Weekly mortality indicators provide possibility for

detailed evaluation of the short�term peaks of mortality in

time [1]. Much less is known about the origin, functional

significance, adaptive importance, synchronization, and

potential clinical relevance of weekly and semi�weekly

biorhythms than about circadian and annual rhythms.

Nevertheless, these biorhythms have been observed at dif�

ferent levels of organization in species from unicellular

algae to plants, insects, fish, birds, and mammals, both

under natural and artificially created conditions [1]. The

objective of these studies is evaluation of uneven distribu�

tion of mortality based on statistical data with considera�

tion of the cause of death.

That is why the article “Programmed Risks of Death

in Male Patients with Diabetes” by A. G. Malygin [2], in

which he investigated the number and positions of local

maxima on the mortality curves for aged male patients

(53�79 years old) with type 2 diabetes, has generated a

heated debate. The presence of peaks on the mortality

curves was verified via comparison of results obtained by

dividing the patients into subgroups using different

approaches. The discussed study [2] is a continuation of a

series of publications (see “References” section) on the

non�monotonicity of mortality curves. The works by

Malygin have been published numerous times in the
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Biochemistry (Moscow) journal [2�5], as well as in other

journals, and have been presented at different confer�

ences. Their high importance for basic science and

potential practical applications causes no doubt. In turn,

new studies in this series open new areas and possibilities

for the application of the author’s theory.

In this commentary, I also described several tools

(not mentioned in the manuscript [2]) used for investigat�

ing the short�term fluctuations of mortality, as well as pre�

sented the results of a number of studies using Big Data

(table).

TEMPORAL FLUCTUATIONS OF MORTALITY

Non�monotonicity of mortality trend. An increase in

the risk of death with age is important for gerontologists.

The Gompertz model does not always describe adequate�

ly the behavior of survival curves at their beginning and

end [6]. An important drawback of the Gompertz

approach is that mortality is studied at the population

level. The probability of death is assumed to be the same

for all people of the same age. Indeed, all studies of addi�

tional demographic indicators, including those described

by Baudisch, Vaupel, and Colchero (see review

Skulachev et al. [7]), were started with the assumption

that there are other methods providing information on

the course of the mortality curves.

Another drawback of the Gompertz model is that

mortality is averaged over the year interval. There are rea�

sons to believed that the short�term oscillations of mor�

tality could provide additional information on the extent

of irregularity of mortality at very different scales (weekly,

monthly, quarterly). It is sufficient to mention that unlike

smooth trends, the actual dependence of the risk of death

is characterized by non�random jumps due probably to

the fact that the periods of higher resistance in ontogene�

sis are followed by the drops in resistance in a regular

manner [7].

In his work, Malygin [2] had studied the smoothness

of the trend, whether it followed the Gompertz model or

not, and not the correlation with the general trend.

Instead of force of mortality, which is a relative mortality

value, the author investigated changes in the absolute

death rate of male patients with diabetes [2]. The studied

groups were random cohorts with all pros and cons aris�

ing from this fact. As any periodic oscillation, observed

rhythmic oscillations were characterized not only by the

peaks (maxima), but also by the period and amplitude,

which are other essential characteristics of oscillations.

Prior to studying such function, it is important to verify it

(similarly to how it was done in [2]), in particular, by

removing odd maxima and verifying that even maxima

were retained or by removing the left part of the values

and verifying that peaks in the right part are retained.

However, if the study is limited to the calculation of the

peak number, one can encounter a situation when

(e.g., as a result of a certain therapeutic procedure) the

power of the peak number will remain the same (each

peak on the initial graph will correspond to exactly one

peak on the new graph), but due to the fact that the inter�

val of observations was limited (age range of 53�79 years

in the discussed study), the conclusion on the decrease in

the number of peaks (i.e., intervals of vulnerability, frailty

of an organism) could be incorrect. Due to the temporal

scaling (graph extension), the number of peaks will

decrease (because of the deceleration of mortality, but not

because of reduction in the number of intervals with

increased vulnerability in ontogenesis). Similarly, the lack

of verification of the oscillation amplitude (if only the

number of maxima is accounted for) creates a risk of

either “losing” some of the peaks (i.e., by presuming the

absence of existing peaks) in the case of a very high

threshold, or (in the case of very low threshold) defining

certain peaks as a “white noise”. Another important

characteristic is the presence of slope in the existing

trend. Indeed, when comparing, for example, the levels of

mortality in spring and autumn, one should take into

account that even in the absence of seasonal oscillations,

in the latter case individuals have become older by half a

year (and, hence, the probability of their death

increased). Due to the relatively small datasets, overlap�

ping stochastic noise, and discrete nature of death event,

the absolute mortality rate in the discussed study [2] dis�

plays significant fluctuations due to the specifics of

numerical differentiation of such type of dependencies.

The most significant drawback of the method is likely that

it ignores the fact that the fraction of individuals reaching

a certain age decreases with the age increase. This leads to

the increased contribution of the “shot noise”, when even

small changes in a small sample result in a significant

jump of the derivative. Hence, from a general point of

view (not considering phenoptosis), one could expect an

increase in the number of peaks with the increase in age.

We suggest that calculations could be conducted by deter�

mining the number of peaks of the mortality (i.e., local

maxima of the derivative) while taking into account the

decrease in the fraction of individuals reaching certain

age, whereas the author used absolute mortality val�

ues [2], which, for example, do not allow to compare the

data reported in different studies. It is also important to

take into account the scale of mortality fluctuations (first,

as death of several individuals in one thousand or in 10

million would have different significance (e.g., in the

evaluation of epidemics scale). Second, the data from a

relatively small dataset (less than 3000) should be aver�

aged (smoothed) starting from a relatively large interval,

but not from the minimal one (as was done by the

author [2]). The size of this interval could be determined

experimentally by gradually increasing its width and

monitoring stability of the obtained results until this sta�

bility is reached. If no stability is achieved, the obtained
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Object of the study

Dutch individuals

65 years of age and older

(2007�2010) (n = 61,495)

Swedes (born 1800�1901,

59 years old and older)

Swedes (2003�2013)

(9,092 patients with

MINOCA from 199,163

patients hospitalized with

MI); average age, 65.5

years

Japanese ( 50,000) (1988�

2003); 169 recorded cases

of SAB

Japanese (2001�2003) 

217 individuals; average

age, 56.8 ± 11.3 years

Patients with chronic kid�

ney failure (review)

Metanalysis of data of

medical centers in USA,

UK, and Canada

Small mortality rhythms in chronic age�related diseases

References

[10]
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[13]

[15]

[12]

[14]

[19]

Mortality and morbidity rhythms

mortality rates for the elderly differed significantly depending on the season and were

21% higher in winter than in summer;

MCE increased by 13% from summer to winter; this seasonal difference was higher for

living than for the dead (14 vs. 6%, respectively);

seasonal mortality oscillations were more pronounced for  the individuals living in long�

term care facilities and in men vs. women;

seasonal variability of MCE was more pronounced in women;

hospitalization rate was much higher in winter with no significant jumps during other

seasons

seasonal oscillations in the mortality rate had decreased significantly from 1860 to 1995;

for the cohort of individual born in 1800, the risk of death in winter was almost 2 times

higher than in summer;

relative increase in the winter mortality was only 10% for the cohort born in 1900;

LE for the 60�year�old cohort increased by 4.3 years during the 20th century; the

decrease in the seasonal fluctuations of mortality accounted for approximately 40% of

this average LE increase

average age, 65.5; 62.0% women;

risk of MINOCA was the highest in mornings (IRR, 1.70; 95% CI, 1.63�1.84) with peak

at 08:00 am (IRR, 2.25; 95% CI, 1.96�2.59) and on Mondays (IRR, 1.28; 95% CI,

1.18�1.38);

no changes in the level of the risk of dying in different seasons, during Christmas and

New Year celebrations, and during celebration of Swedish summer solstice were

observed;

no association was found between the time of MINOCA onset and short�term and

long�term prognosis

mortality of SAB during 28 days was higher on weekdays (51.7%) than on weekends

(32.6%); (ratio of chances of death, 2.19; 95% CI, 1.10�4.49);

differences in the mortality were retained after corrections for age, sex, severity, family

stroke anamnesis and anamnesis of patients with hypertension, diabetes, dyslipidemia,

and alcohol consumption and smoking were introduced;

daily oscillation of SAB mortality were observed with higher mortality levels on week�

days for the studied population

depression scores were obtained for 192 from 217 individuals participating in the study;

depression score was above 5 for 72 tested individuals;

average systolic blood pressure (SBP) and average diastolic blood pressure (DBP) were

significantly higher in patients with depression (SBP: 129.2 vs. 124.5 mm Hg ; p =

0.034; DBP: 79.0 vs. 76.5 mm Hg; p = 0.041);

average HR over 7 days did not differ between the groups with depression score  5 (no

depression) and  5 (depression);

variability of HR in the group with depression (evaluated from SD of HR) was higher

during holidays and lower on Mondays;

daily measurements of BP demonstrated effect of novelty and increase on Mondays;

the group with depression demonstrated pronounced circaseptan rhythm of BP

unlike in the case of physiological variability characterized with constant structure,

increase in the random variability of such parameters as BP was also associated with

higher mortality risk;

availability of continuous trajectories of risk factors had a prognostic value, which was

higher in comparison with the prognostic value of regular single measurements;

this could improve calculation of the risk profile and identify the window of opportunity

for effective intervention

higher mortality (“weekend effect”) could be explained by a higher disease severity in

patients hospitalized on weekends and/or by understaffing and lower experience of

available medical personnel and limited access to therapeutic and diagnostic procedures

Note. BP, blood pressure; CI, confidence interval; MI, myocardial infarction; HR, heart rate; SAB, subarachnoid bleeding; IRR, incidence rate

ratio); MCE, medical care expenditure; SD, standard deviation.
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results should be considered unreliable, and the size of

dataset should be increased. Third, the author’s results

can be verified by modeling with random data. It is likely

that if this random dataset is processed by the methods

used by the author (without suggested improvements), the

observed results will be approximately the same as in the

figures presented in the paper [2].

In general, modeling can be used for simulation of

future behavior of demographic processes based on the

available data in order to reveal main and additional

rhythms. In particular, construction of wavelet spectro�

grams provides a possibility to calculate the matrix for

synchronization value and synchronicity (simultaneous

occurrence), synphase behavior (phase coincidence), and

coherence (interconnection) of the investigated parame�

ters of studied biorhythms. Statistical significance of the

rhythms is evaluated through multiple random permuta�

tions of levels of the initial temporal series [8].

Decomposition into seasons and trends using the Loess

approach (seasonal and trend decomposition using

Loess, STL) is used for analysis of seasonal fluctuations of

mortality risk, medical care expenditure (MCE), and

even hospitalization levels. The STL method expands

longitudinal data into the long�term trend, seasonal vari�

ations, and remaining variations not associated with the

long�term trend or seasonal variations [9]. The long�term

trend in the STL method reflects a number of possible

external factors that change gradually with time, such as

increase in the population average age, increase in the risk

of widowhood, changes in healthcare polices, and infla�

tion [10].

Results of studies of morbidity and mortality. It is

known that the mortality rate in aged populations

changes with seasons [10]. In moderate climates, it peaks

in winter (21% higher than in summer) [11]. Seasonal

fluctuations of mortality are more pronounced in males

and in individuals living in long�term care facilities [10].

Even MCEs demonstrate seasonal fluctuations [10]. The

range of seasonal mortality fluctuations had decreased in

many countries during the ХХ century. Nevertheless, the

decrease in the mortality “entropy”, which facilitates an

increase in life expectancy (LE), differs significantly in

different countries and populations (table). For example,

the seasonality of mortality from all causes among the

individuals of 60 years of age and older in Sweden had

changed from 1860 to 1995. The risk of dying during win�

ter for Swedes 59 years of age and older born in 1800 was

2�fold higher than the risk of dying in summer. The rela�

tive increase in the winter mortality for the cohort born in

1900s was only 10% [11].

Cardiovascular system. Changes in the arterial blood

pressure (BP) and heart rate (HR), as well as many acute

cardiovascular disorders, such as myocardial infarc�

tion (MI), could be described by weekly (circaseptan) and

semi�weekly (circasemiseptan) rhythms, including the

jump of BP on Mondays [12, 13]. Ambulatory monitoring

of systolic (SBP) and diastolic (DBP) BP is an important

tool for diagnostics and treatment of hypertension [12].

In particular, average BP values were higher for the

patients with depression (SBP, 129.2 vs. 124.5 mm Hg;

p = 0.034; DBP, 79.0 vs. 76.5 mm Hg; p = 0.041), while

average HR over 7 days did not differ between the patients

with depression and control subjects. Daily measure�

ments of BP also demonstrated the jump of BP on

Mondays. In the group of patients with depression, BP

exhibited pronounced weekly rhythm [12]. Furthermore,

in patients with the terminal stage of kidney failure, sea�

sonal fluctuations of BP were observed in addition to a

significant increase in mortality during winter months.

Moreover, it was shown that weekly fluctuations of other

clinical parameters, such as body temperature and serum

albumin level, have prognostic value [14].

Myocardial infarction. The development of MI with

non�obstructive coronary arteries (MINOCA) demon�

strates weekly and semi�weekly rhythms with an

increased risk early in the morning and on Mondays,

which suggests that its triggering mechanisms are associ�

ated with stress [13]. The average age of 9092 patients

participating in the study was 65.5 years (62.0% women,

16.6% of which were diagnosed with MINOCA). No

association was observed between the time of MINOCA

onset and prognosis of clinical outcome, which indicated

that the main pathological mechanisms of MINOCA and

results of treatment are similar even when the time of

onset is different, but the triggering mechanism could be

more active early in the morning or on Mondays [13].

The risk of MINOCA development was found to be the

highest in the morning [incidence rate ratio (IRR), 1.70;

95% confidence interval (CI), 1.63�1.84] with the peak at

08:00 am (IRR, 2.25; 95% CI, 1.96�2.59) and on

Mondays (IRR, 1.28; 95% CI, 1.18�1.38). No seasonal

changes in the risk were observed, as well as for the

Christmas and New Year celebrations or during celebra�

tion of summer solstice in Sweden. No association has

been revealed between the onset of MINOCA and short�

term and long�term prognosis of clinical outcome [13].

However, the number of MI cases (but not MINOCA)

traditional increased during the holidays.

Stroke. Weekly fluctuations of lethal outcomes were

examined in the patients with subarachnoid bleeding

(SAB) on different days of the week within 4 weeks (28

days) (based on the data of Takashima stroke reg�

istry) [15]. One hundred sixty�nine cases of the first�time

registered per ∼50,000 Japanese were divided into two

groups depending on the day of SAB onset (weekdays or

weekends) [15]. The mortality of SAB over the period of

28 days was higher on weekdays (51.7%) than on week�

ends (32.6%) (ratio, 2.19 to 1; 95% CI, 1.10�4.49). The

differences in the mortality were retained after adjust�

ments for age, sex, severity, family anamnesis of stroke,

and anamnesis of patients with hypertension, diabetes,

dyslipidemia, consumption of alcohol, and smoking [15].
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The rhythms of mortality revealed by Malygin in

male patients with type 2 diabetes exhibit the periodicity

of 1�2 per week [2], i.e., they belong to either circaseptan

or circasemiseptan fluctuations. Further studies are

required for more detailed differentiation.

COVID�19. Lingering COVID�19 pandemic has

stimulated the interest of scientists, decision makers, and

general public to the short�term oscillations of mortality

caused by the epidemics and other natural or technogenic

disasters. Weekly data and mortality coefficients for dif�

ferent age and sex groups for 38 countries and regions

have been made available [16]. The most reliable

approach for qualitative evaluation of the dependence of

time of death on the short�term risks is based on weekly

estimates of excess deaths. This approach is more reliable

than death monitoring using COVID�19 diagnostics or

calculation of morbidity or mortality coefficients, which

have numerous methodological problems such as the size

of tested population and comparability of diagnostic

approaches [17]. Moreover, this new approach allows to

analyze weekly estimates of excess deaths for each year

and country. At present, the first international database

has been created for the development of strategies for fast

and timely measures that provides an open access to the

unified and fully documented data on weekly mortality

from all causes. The Short�Term Mortality Fluctuations

Data series (STMF) is accessible at www.mortality.org

and contains weekly calculations and mortality coeffi�

cients for different age and sex groups for 38 countries

and regions [16, 17].

Weekly (∼7 days), monthly (∼30 days), and seasonal

(∼3 months) rhythms are considered as genetically deter�

mined features that provide functional advantages to indi�

vidual organisms in the course of evolution and are

important for survival of entire species [1]. It has been

assumed that the structure of biorhythms in humans has

an endogenous origin and is synchronized with the socio�

cultural factors associated with Saturdays or Sundays as

days of rest. It was also suggested that these rhythms

reflect, at least partially, biological requirements for rest

and restoration for an entire day over a 7�day period, sim�

ilarly to circadian rhythms partially reflecting the need for

rest and restoration every 24 h [1]. Moreover, the studies

in humans or even insects conducted under controlled

conditions without the impact of ecological, social, and

other temporal factors revealed the preservation of the 7�

day rhythms, but with slightly different (free) period (τ),

which also indicated their endogenous origin.

CONCLUSIONS

Investigation of mortality fluctuation allows to solve
the following problems: evaluation of quality and compa�

rability of statistical data on mortality (in general and

based on the cause of death); comparison of changes in

the LE at the national level with the changes in individual

regions; identification of regions, where with changes in

LE are significantly higher or lower than the national

ones; analysis of dynamics of changes in the regional

“lifespan inequality” and its association with LE dynam�

ics at the country level; estimation of the contribution of

individual age groups and causes of death to the regional

differences in LE and changes of this contribution in

time; determination of characteristics of mortality and

causes of death for individual groups, and estimation of

the degree of “lifespan inequality” in different regions

[7, 17]. COVID�19 pandemic has revealed significant

gaps in the coverage and quality of existing international

and national statistical monitoring systems. Ensuring

prompt availability of accurate and comparable data in

each country for an adequate response to unexpected epi�

demiological threats is a very challenging task. The inter�

est in studying associations between mortality oscillations

and fluctuation of economic conditions has been rekin�

dled recently. The traditional view according to which

economic decline negatively affects health and increases

mortality has been replaced with the notion that mortali�

ty is characterized with periodic oscillations [18]. The

development of infarctions and strokes is uneven over a

week. The peak observed on Mondays is likely associated

with stress caused by the start of working days.

Furthermore, patients hospitalized on weekend with

exacerbation of cardiovascular and other diseases demon�

strated increased mortality levels on Mondays. This phe�

nomenon, known as the “weekend effect” could be

explained by more severe conditions of patients hospital�

ized on weekends and/or by inadequate quality of med�

ical help caused by understaffing or unexperienced med�

ical staff and limited access to therapeutic and diagnostic

procedures [19]. The study by Otsuka et al. [12] indicated

a clinical importance of monitoring patients with depres�

sion, especially monitoring changes in BP and HR

(i.e., abnormal time�courses of BP and HR). Disruptions

of physiological variability, such as heart rate, character�

ized by the loss of fractal (repeated in time) structures are

also associated with increased mortality [14]. Analysis of

changes in various indicators of cardiovascular and diges�

tive systems, as well as inflammation, prior to hospitaliza�

tion or lethal outcome showed that such changes could

take place several months and even 1�2 years before the

event, which suggests the possibility of early interven�

tion [12].

In summary, it can be stated that during the last 150

years, the decrease in the seasonal fluctuation of mortali�

ty has facilitated increase in the LE [11]. New methods

based on the analysis of time�dependent variability, trends

and interactions of numerous physiological and laborato�

ry parameters, for which machine learning and artificial

intelligence could be applied, will help clinicians in

future. It is also necessary to establish whether the

dynamic regularities observed in large epidemiological
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studies have significance for the risk profile of an individ�

ual patient [14]. From the gerontological point of view,

studying mortality fluctuation allows to switch from

investigating the effects of biorhythms (Master Сlock) on

the development of acute and chronic phenoptosis [7] to

the elucidating the patterns of programmed death

rhythms (rhythms of phenoptosis).

Ethics declarations. The author declares no conflicts

of interest. This article does not contain studies with

human participants or animals performed by the author.
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